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Rules Engine
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Product Bug

6.5.1

Search / Report

Title

Release Note

Optionally suppress report header / footer information on
scheduled reports

Generated reports include a list of the filters that were
used to generate the report at their head, and some
reports (depending on the report output) also contain a
count of the number of records. Depending on the
context of the recipient of scheduled reports, this
information sometimes did not mean anything (e.g. a
guest user receiving a scheduled report with several
filters on fields to which they did not have any access or
context), so a new option to suppress the filters has been
introduced when reports are being scheduled.
Could not add any new issues into database
After upgrading from the 6.5.1.1 minor release it was not
possible to add any new issues to the database, when the
add layout did not contain a repeating row layout. The
ability to add multiple repeating rows to layouts caused a
problem when no repeating row layouts were present.
This has been fixed.
Business Rules with list assignments to {null} would not
This problem was introduced in 6.5.1.1.1 and was fixed.
compile
It only affected rules where a null value was assigned to a
list field.
NullPointer in Rule.java has been fixed
This was connected to running escalations and then
seeing a null pointer in the log file, but with no rules being
executed. This bug has been fixed.
Scheduled Reports - “Error on page” was displayed when This was a minor problem that has been fixed.
selecting a user role from the select list
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